The International Association of Foundation Drilling in partnership with Piling Design & Construction Conference
Saint Louis, Missouri
June 3-5, 2020  |   Hilton St. Louis at the Ballpark

This three-day event will include presentations* on the latest developments in:

- Augered Cast-in-Place and Drilled Displacement Piles
- Drilled Shafts
- Driven Piles
- Helical Piles and Tiebacks
- Marine Foundations
- Micropiles
- Seismic and Lateral Loads
- Testing and Evaluation
- Working Platforms
- Innovations and advancements in pile design and installation
- Designing and constructing safely and effectively in urban environments
- Deep foundations in expansive and frost-susceptible soils
- Foundations in karst and erodible sedimentary bedrock
- Corrosion of buried structures
- Instrumentation, load testing, monitoring
- Designing for resiliency under extreme or unexpected loading conditions (inclement weather, flooding, scour, seismic, liquefaction, lateral spreading)
- Alternative procurement methods and early contractor involvement
- Re-use of foundations and other sustainable design approaches
- Foundation optimization through risk management (geotechnical, contractual, communication risks)

Conference Highlights*

- DFI Technical Committee Meetings
- WiDF Networking Reception
- Osterberg Memorial Lecture
- Exhibit Hall with over 75 Manufacturers, Suppliers and Service Providers

*Program subject to change.

www.dfi.org/SuperPile20